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The ENTOURAGE Privacy and Security Reference
Architecture for Internet of Things Ecosystems

Jan Zibuschka1, Moritz Horsch2, Michael Kubach3

Abstract: The Internet of Things (IoT), with its ubiquitous sensors and actuators, enables highly
useful novel use cases, notably in the field of digital assistance. It also raises unprecedented privacy
and security issues. This contribution presents a reference architecture for an ecosystem of digital
assistants with minimal barriers of entry, that aims to be both secure and privacy-respecting. We
present concise definitions, requirements, and a layered architectural structure for IoT assistants.
Moreover, we introduce privacy and security assistants building on privacy patterns such as privacy
dashboard, privacy mode and security and privacy policies and interface.

Keywords: ecosystem; privacy; digital assistant; architecture; Internet of Things

1 Introduction

The Internet of Things (IoT) is upon us: countless sensing devices, equipped with sensors
ranging from microphones to detectors for complex chemical compounds, are permeating
our everyday lives. Perhaps the most prominent example for this is the smart phone, but
devices such as smart watches and fitness trackers are similarly becoming commonplace. At
the same time, devices equipped with actuators, such as the effectors in industrial robots,
are becoming increasingly networked. There are also IoT product categories combining
both sensors and actuators, such as connected cars or smart home appliances.

Controlling these myriad sensors and actuators is – simply for the fact that they are so
numerous and the data streams transmitted between them are of such high volume – very
challenging for the individual [To16]. Therefore, what is needed are digital assistants
taking over part of the processing in place of the human, translating high level commands
into individual effector movements and transforming various sensor outputs into a format
that is digestible by the user. To reach a useful degree of automation, the assistants often
have knowledge about the individuals preferences, schedules, and even biometrics. Such
intelligent systems will clearly tend to employ machine learning and big data technologies.
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Once again, such digital assistants are readily found on devices from modern smart phones
to connected cars [LQG17], and also in scenarios with many networked devices [Be15].

While the proliferation of IoT-enabled devices suggests a high usefulness for both individuals
and organizations, this development is not without its challenges: in contrast to the
standardized, open Internet, IoT systems are commonly not interoperable beyond the walled
garden platforms of their manufacturers, and at best extensible in a plug-in manner. This is
especially true for the assistants running on the IoT platforms. This raises both technological
questions with regards to the mechanisms needed for interoperability, and organizational
issues with regards to the construction of an open market for such assistants [KGH16].
Ethical aspects and regulation of such an open ecosystem are also not trivial. Specifically,
while European privacy regulation has proven a solid defense for the individuals basic rights,
and compliant privacy solutions for e.g. location based services are well-known [Ra07],
the combination of IoT and assistants holds both new challenges and new possibilities for
individual privacy, which need to be carefully investigated [KGH16].

Ecosystems have emerged as a area of research in various parts of the IoT, ranging from
infrastructural considerations like authentication and identity management [Hü15] to diverse
application cases, from tourism [Ro10] to agriculture [Wa18]. This contribution presents
results of the ENTOURAGE (ENabling Trusted ubiquitOUs AssistancE4) project, funded
by the German Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy in the context of the
Smart Services World programme, aiming to enable an ecosystem of digital assistants.

2 The ENTOURAGE Ecosystem

From a bird’s eye view, the ENTOURAGE project can be structured in three main
pillars: technical assistance, interdisciplinary trust, and economic market aspects. The
concrete artifacts resulting from the project are: A set of interdisciplinary requirements,
laying out basic properties of the ENTOURAGE ecosystem, a coarse-grained architecture,
characterizing the building blocks of the ENTOURAGE ecosystem and various types of
interconnections between them, a first implementation of the ENTOURAGE ecosystem,
enabling a practical evaluation of the aforementioned conceptual artifacts in a realistic setting,
and a documented evaluation, including an updated version of the reference architecture.

Work on the evaluation is ongoing, while the requirements, reference architecture, and
demonstrator milestones have been successfully passed. This contribution focuses on
privacy, security, and identity management functions and architecture of the ENTOURAGE
ecosystem. To this end, we will introduce key requirements, definitions, and the ecosystem
reference architecture in the following sections. Section 3 will then, after first giving an
overview of the preliminary studies, present key ENTOURAGE privacy, security, and
identity management functions.

4 a pseudo-acronym; project homepage: http://www.entourage-projekt.de/
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2.1 Definitions

ENTOURAGE focuses specifically on the aforementioned domains of connected mobility
and smart home as well as a high density of personal assistants [OL18]. A digital assistant in
the sense of ENTOURAGE is an evolution of the smart service concept that is characterized
by having the following properties:

Personalization: Assistants leverage knowledge about the user to increase the degree
of autonomy they can exercise as well as the usefulness of their functions. This
information can be based on user inputs or observations made by assistants.

Context Awareness: Assistants have situational awareness, and can therefore present
high-level abstractions to the user, improve the timeliness of their actions, and act
autonomously.

Intelligent Interaction: Assistants have multi-modal user interfaces with intelligence such
as speech interaction using pattern recognition and natural language processing and
graphical user interfaces displaying recommendations.

Proactivity: Assistants can act independently of user inputs, solely based on their context
awareness. A typical example for this pattern is system-initiated conversation in a
smart speaker.

Network Connection: Assistants are networked with devices, information sources, knowl-
edge bases, classification schemes, and – most prominently within the ENTOURAGE
ecosystem – connected to other assistants.

This definition is in line with the one set forth for fuzzy cognitive agents by Miao et al.
[Mi07] and for companion systems in the context of DFG SFB/TRR 62 [BW10].

2.2 Requirements

One key result of the ENTOURAGE project is an extensive collection of requirements
towards IoT ecosystems, specifically with digital assistants. In this section, we present the
key requirements underlying the privacy and security architecture of ENTOURAGE.

Open Market: One key economic aim of ENTOURAGE is to give various vendors the
possibility to provide platforms, (personalized) assistants, and assistant components
with minimal hurdles of entry and the possibility of differentiation, specifically with
regard to security and privacy properties of the assistants. Security and privacy
differentiation is limited in that we expect a state of the art baseline from all
components of a trustworthy ecosystem, which is enforced by a trust anchor role.
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Protocol-agnostic: The concrete underlying network protocols for interoperability of
assistants largely dependent on domain (e.g. Bluetooth for in-car integration, ZigBee
in the smart home, HTTP for Internet communication), therefore communications
security is not in the scope of this contribution. Rather, we focus on the assistants’
interfaces. This requirement also entails that there is no prescriptive centralization or
decentralization of assistants; specifically, using ENTOURAGE interfaces, it should
be possible to connect assistants either directly or via a centralized server.

Platform-independent: One aim of ENTOURAGE is to enable the development of
assistants that can then be deployed on various connected platforms as well as
assistance components that can then be used by other assistants. Those platforms,
assistants, and assistant components may enable varying levels of privacy and security.

Privacy-respecting: Privacy as a basis for trust is a main aim of the ENTOURAGE project.
However, as the assistants are personalized, anonymization is not a plausible venue
for treatment of the information transmitted in the ecosystem. Therefore, we can
derive directly from the standard protection goals for privacy engineering [HJR15]
that the focus of privacy technologies on ecosystem level is on transparency and
intervenability.

Note that while most infrastructural security aspects are not discussed in this reference
architecture, we do encourage individual ecosystem instantiations to aim for a high level of
security and investigate unlinkability approaches such as pseudonymization.

2.3 Reference Architecture

A reference architecture captures the architectural essence of similar systems in a domain
[Ma15], leaving the details of the software architecture to be filled in for individual
instantiations. In the case of ENTOURAGE, this is the domain of IoT ecosystems, more
specifically digital assistants. Using a reference architecture brings several benefits that
address central ENTOURAGE requirements, most notably improving interoperability of
various instantiations (ecosystems), and decreasing development cost—across ecosystems,
for several components in one ecosystem, and for new developers [Ma15]. Reference
architectures have been successfully applied in many domains, cf. [Ro10].
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Fig. 1: ENTOURAGE reference architecture

The ENTOURAGE reference architecture is illustrated in Figure 1 and structures assistants
into three layers:

Personal Assistants : They have a user interface and get their inputs directly from the user.
Personal assistants have no or very limited inbound interfaces for other assistants.
They tend to be cross-domain in nature, and tend to have a big amount of knowledge
about the user. Examples include speech assistants, time planning/calendar assistants,
and personal fitness assistants.

Core Assistants: They provide support functions for infrastructural aspects of the ecosys-
tem, specifically security and privacy. They are linked directly to infrastructural
aspects of the communication platform such as access control, information flow
filtering, and logging. The functionality of the security and privacy assistants will be
described in more detail in Section 3.

Domain-specific Assistants: They are directly linked to a platform. Therefore, they are
tend to be domain-specific and have access to a high amount of sensors and actuators.
Domain-specific assistants are the main entities that expose interfaces towards the
ENTOURAGE ecosystem. Moreover, they are tend to be interconnected, and may
specifically be organized in a hierarchical manner.

In addition to these assistant types, the reference architecture contains the various IoT
platforms and the myENTOURAGE switchboard. The switchboard links the core assistants
to the communication infrastructure which provides further platform independence. It is also
the central communication hub in the ENTOURAGE ecosystem, interlinking the various
personal and domain-specific assistants. This reduces complexity in highly distributed
assistance scenarios. Note that both the assistants and the switchboard can be instantiated
with varying feature sets such as differentiation (open market requirement) and can run
locally or in the Cloud (protocol- and platform-independence requirements). Particularly,
local direct links between assistants can be implemented using stripped down, local instances
of an ENTOURAGE switchboard.
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The myENTOURAGE switchboard instances are directly linked to a specific user. A user’s
assistant instances will be registered there. While assistants have several user-specific
instances, the knowledge bases of these instances can, but does not have to, be shared.
Furthermore, the same instance of an assistant can be linked to several users’ switchboards,
but will commonly be linked to a specific user.

Fig. 2: Interface types in the ENTOURAGE ecosystem

The assistants and platform elements in the ENTOURAGE reference architecture are
connected by various communication interfaces (see Figure 2):

Ecosystem Interfaces: They contain high-level functions exposed by the assistants in the
ENTOURAGE ecosystem, encapsulating much of the internal state and complexity
of the assistant. To leverage synergies with speech assistance interfaces, they may be
conversational, or may be similar to state of the art speech assistant interfaces (i. e.
HTTP/REST RPC as for Alexa Skills [LQG17]). Due to their high level of abstraction
we assume ecosystem interfaces to be understandable to the user, supporting the
privacy goal of transparency [HJR15].

Privacy and Security Interfaces: They have the aim of enabling security, transparency,
and intervenability [HJR15] for assistants in the ENTOURAGE ecosystem. This
includes giving users an overview of their personal information in assistants (being
used for e.g. personalization), empowering them to modify this information, and
giving users control over learning assistants that is both usable and effective. Those
interfaces will be described in more detail in Section 3.

Composition Interfaces: They enable platform-independence by providing standardized
interfaces for typical platform functions and components. For example, composition
interfaces may be device abstractions or information buses allowing semantic interop-
erability between arbitrary devices and services. Typically, semantic technologies
will be used on this layer [PKP16].
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erability between arbitrary devices and services. Typically, semantic technologies
will be used on this layer [PKP16].
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We define an organizational trust anchor as a potential stakeholder of the ENTOURAGE
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and privacy measures in the platforms, and validate security and privacy claims made
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certification of ecosystem components.
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and found strong support for automation of functions implementing those protection goals.
We also investigated willingness to pay for enhanced security through differentiating
encryption [MWZH17], and did not find convincing business models supporting such
privacy-enhancements on ecosystem level.

Form the results of our user studies, we can derive two key requirements for the privacy and
security concept of ENTOURAGE: First, users want to review and correct their personal
information which is used by assistants. Second, users want to have full control of the flow
of their personal information. In the following, we describe how the ENTOURAGE privacy
and security concept addresses these requirements.

3.1 Privacy

With respect to the first requirement, that users want to review and correct their personal
information which is used by assistants, the privacy concept of ENTOURAGE provides
two features: First, transparency, which allows users to see an overview of the personal
information collected about them by their assistants. Second, intervenability, which allows
users to control the collection and processing of their personal information gathered by their
assistants. In the following, we describe the implementation of these two features.

Privacy Assistant We developed a privacy assistant that enables users to easily manage
their privacy in the ENTOURAGE ecosystem. It provides a privacy dashboard and allows
users to activate a privacy mode at their assistants. The privacy assistant makes use of
privacy interfaces to manage the users’ privacy throughout their myENTOURAGE instance
and assistants.

Privacy Dashboard To realize transparency, we implemented a privacy dashboard. It
displays the personal information collected and processed by the users’ assistants such
as speech commands and locations as well as intermediate results of personalization like
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identified points of interest or more general user interests. Moreover, the privacy dashboard
provides intervenability by allowing users to delete and correct the personal information
collected and processed by their assistants. For an overview of possible architectural variation
of privacy dashboards that support various instantiations of the ENTOURAGE reference
architecture see [ZAM14].

Privacy Mode To realize intervenability, we implement a privacy mode. It stops assistants
from collecting further personal information. While an assistant is in privacy mode, its
decisions are solely based on the personal information it collected so far, which might limit
the personalized services the assistant provides. No data collecting and learning will be
performed based on the observations made in privacy mode.

Privacy Interface We developed a privacy interface to implement transparency and
intervenability, or rather, their realization in form of the privacy dashboard and the privacy
mode. The privacy interface provides three features: First, retrieval of all personal information
collected by an assistant, Second, management of all personal information including
deletion, correct, and so forth. Third, de/activation of the privacy mode. The interface is
implemented by domain-specific and personal assistants as well as myENTOURAGE and
core assistants such as the privacy assistant. The implementation by myENTOURAGE
enables a central privacy management. This allows the de/activation of the privacy mode
on all assistants through myENTOURAGE, a central logging of assistant communication
at myENTOURAGE, and a periodical override of personal information performed by
myENTOURAGE on behalf of a user.

3.2 Security

With respect to the second requirement, that users want to have full control of the flow of their
personal information, the security concept of ENTOURAGE provides two features: First, a
secure authentication with individual credentials. Second a comprehensive authorization
system with fine-granular access control capabilities. In the following, we describe the
implementation of these two features in ENTOURAGE.

Security Assistant We developed a security assistant which allows users to manage their
myENTOURAGE instance. The security assistant is used to register new assistants at the
users’ myENTOURAGE instance as well as to configure the access control. As the manual
configuration of access control rights for each assistant is burdensome for users, the security
assistant provides two features: First, it supports trust lists that specific pre-defined access
control policies for assistants. Such trust lists can be issued by various organizations such
as regulatory authorities and private consumer protection foundations. Users subscribe
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to a trust list and when adding new assistants, the access control rights are automatically
configured based on the specification of the list. Second, the security assistant provides a
wizard [Li16] that asks users a small number of questions to obtain their users’ privacy
preferences. Based on this information the security assistant preselect the access control
rights for assistants.

Authentication Authentication at myENTOURAGE is done by public key cryptography.
Each assistant has its own individual key pair and a corresponding certificate which is
issued by myENTOURAGE. This enables a strong authentication of each assistant and also
enables an individual revocation. Moreover, this solution allows to realize non-repudiation
by forcing assistants to sign their messages. This particularly improves the transparency
feature (cf. Section 3.1). Fall-back authentication of users can easily be realize by strong
passwords [HBB17] and a universal authentication service [Hü15].

Authorization Authorization at myENTOURAGE is done by a fine-granular access
control system which has two features: First, it allows users to assign general account rights
to assistants. Examples for account rights include the right to send message to other assistants
through myENTOURAGE and the right to receive a list of all registered assistants. Second,
the access control system allows users to assign message exchange rights to assistants. These
rights control the flow of personal information between assistants. Examples for message
exchange rights include location and time scheduling information. Beside this static control
of information flow, the access control system also provides a comprehensive filtering
system. It allows to filter the information flow based on the actual content as well as the
context of an assistant. Examples include the blocking of information flow while an assistant
is in a certain area or sending travel information that contain a certain destination. With
this comprehensive access control system myENTOURAGE provides privacy protection
mechanisms such as pseudonymization [Ra07], or local processing, filtering, or sanitization
of personal information [Da16].

Security Interface We developed a security interface to implement the access control
system. It allows the configuration of the account and message exchange rights of assistants
at myENTOURAGE. The interface is implemented by myENTOURAGE and core assistants
such as the security assistant. Note that the security interface can also be implemented by the
privacy assistant. This has the advantage that the privacy assistant has detailed knowledge
of the privacy preferences of its users and therefore can configure the account and message
exchange rights of assistants more accurate than the security assistant.
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4 Conclusion

We presented the security and privacy reference architecture of an ecosystem for digital
assistance, building on generic requirements and architectural elements, and also providing
more detailed security and privacy patterns. This contribution meets several earlier calls
to action from relevant research: Research on privacy architecture is underrepresented in
literature [LFH17], as are privacy patterns [LFH17]. Also, digital assistance is a highly
relevant use case [LQG17], which is important as finding promising use cases is a well-
documented problem for security and privacy technologies, that has been known for an
extended period of time [RZ06].

We do not claim the current contribution solves all privacy and security challenges on
ecosystem level. We encourage several avenues for future work: Usabile privacy for the IoT
remains an interesting field, for example, user consent in complex IoT scenarios is still an
open issue [LR13], as are comprehensive transparency mechanisms [To16]. The integration
of social, economic, and technology requirements for privacy technologies remains an open
issue, e.g., for privacy assistance, which is itself a novel and promising field of research
[Li16].

Furthermore, many details of the complex software architecture of an IoT ecosystem are
not considered here. This is intentional, as the scope of this paper is a privacy and security
reference architecture. It does not mean we do not address these issues. We aim to build
on earlier work such as the SkIDentity identity management ecosystem [Hü15], which
provides a more detailed architecture and ready-to-use implementations. Another example
is a privacy and security architecture for a set of composition interfaces enabling semantic
platform interoperability on the IoT that was developed in close cooperation with the BIG
IoT project [He16].

The present ENTOURAGE results had significant commercial impact, specifically at
consortial partner Bosch, as evident in recent marketing material depicting the ENTOURAGE
vision – personal and domain-specific digital IoT assistants interacting to aid the user when
interacting with networked devices – in context of the Bosch IoT ecosystem5. Furthermore,
Bosch is developing various assistance systems – such as kitchen helper Mykie6 – and
generally pursuing an open IoT ecosystem strategy7.

5 „Your Personal Assistant: It’s all about you!“ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PToWt3itrvA (accessed
2018-08-30)

6 „Mykie: Ein persönlicher Assistent für die Küche“ https://www.bsh-group.com/de/newsroom/pressemitteilungen/
mykie-ein-persoenlicher-assistent-fuer-die-kueche (accessed 2018-08-30)

7 „Ecosystems are the key to succeeding in the IoT. Our IoT platform leverages open source and standards.“
https://www.bosch-si.com/iot-platform/iot-platform/open/iot.html (accessed 2018-08-30)
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